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FIREKING 4-DRAWER LEGAL SAFE-
IN-A-FILE CABINETS

$4,439.00

SKU: 4-2131-C SF
Categories: File Cabinets, Fire Safes,

FireKing Safe-in-a-File, New Office Furniture

woocommerce_disable_product_enquiry
no |

GALLERY IMAGES

https://www.officebarn.biz/product-category/new-office-furniture/file-cabinets-new/
https://www.officebarn.biz/product-category/new-office-furniture/file-cabinets-new/fire-safes-new/
https://www.officebarn.biz/product-category/new-office-furniture/file-cabinets-new/fire-safes-new/fireking-safe-in-a-file/
https://www.officebarn.biz/product-category/new-office-furniture/
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

 

Your vital items, safely hidden and tucked away

Our Safe-In-A-File product ensures that your vital items are secured, safe from fire, and cleverly
hidden in a safe cabinet. Included, just as it sounds, is a cabinet safe inside the topmost file with a 2.4

cubic foot capacity and added fireproof protection. The safe’s lock is a UL®-listed Group II
combination lock.

Fireking color options

Features & Benefits on File Drawers

UL 1-Hour Class 350 Fire Rating on File Drawers. Products undergo exhaustive testing
procedures passing both fire and explosion hazard tests conducted by Underwriters

Laboratories, which expose the file to temperatures of 1700 degrees for one hour resulting in
the internal temperature not exceeding 350 degrees.

UL Impact Rating. Products survive a loaded fall of 30 feet and maintain fire protection. And
FireKing’s steel lattice reinforcement offers this impact protection on all six sides.

ETL Electronic Media Protection. ETL Intertek Electronic Media 30 minute verification label.
ETL Water Resistant. ETL Intertek water resistant verified. Turtel Safe-in-a-File is water

Resistant.
Oven-dried Gypsum Insulation. FireKing offers an asbestos-free, dry insulation. Unlike wet
insulation, dry insulation will maintain protection properties for a lifetime, and completely

eliminate corrosion.
Environmentally Friendly Finish. Electrostatic powder coated finish is applied to all sides

including the bottom. The finish is scratch-resistant, providing a lifetime quality appearance.
Field-Replaceable Steel Panels. In the event that any panel is damaged, it can be easily

replaced.
Insulation between all Drawers. This design makes each drawer a separate insulated container.

High Side Drawer Bodies. Drawers are built with high sides for use with hanging folders – no
additional frames are required.

Lock By Pass. Features a two-position drawer catch, which allows access to certain drawers,
while drawers containing sensitive information remain locked.

High-Security Lock. Product is equipped with UL listed high-security Medeco ® locks. This lock
resists picking and drilling, and keys cannot be duplicated except through FireKing. This means
access to your vital records is limited to authorized keyholders only. Standard keylock on Turtel

Safe-in-a-File.
Free Fire Replacement. FireKing insulated files are backed by over 60 years of experience in

design and building superior, quality fire resistant products. And after a FireKing file performs its

https://media.officebarn.biz/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/17102114/Fireking-color-options.pdf
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job in a fire, we’ll replace the file free. (Reference Warranty Details)
Lifetime Limited Warranty. (Reference Warranty Details)

Made in the USA.
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Weight 250 lbs

Manufacturer FireKing

Series Safe-in-a-File

Length 31.5625"

Width 20.8125"

Height 52.75"

Style 4 drawer, Legal, safe, Vertical

Weight 728 lbs.

Fire Rating 1700 degrees, 60 min.

Cubic Feet 2.4

Pricing $1000-$5000

Made in the USA ✔USA

https://www.officebarn.biz/manufacturer/fireking/
https://www.officebarn.biz/series/safe-in-a-file/
https://www.officebarn.biz/length-depth/31-5625/
https://www.officebarn.biz/width/20-8125-2/
https://www.officebarn.biz/height/52-75/
https://www.officebarn.biz/style/4-drawer/
https://www.officebarn.biz/style/legal/
https://www.officebarn.biz/style/safe/
https://www.officebarn.biz/style/vertical/
https://www.officebarn.biz/weight/728-lbs/
https://www.officebarn.biz/fire-rating/1700-degrees/
https://www.officebarn.biz/fire-rating/60-min/
https://www.officebarn.biz/cubic-feet/2-4/
https://www.officebarn.biz/pricing/1000-5000/
https://www.officebarn.biz/usa/usa/
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PRODUCT ENQUIRY
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YOU MAY ALSO LIKE…

Fire King 4 Drawer
38″ Lateral File

Cabinet

Fire King 4 Drawer
31" Lateral File

Cabinet

https://www.officebarn.biz/shop/new-office-furniture/file-cabinets-new/fire-safes-new/fire-king-lateral-files/fire-king-4-drawer-38%e2%80%b3-lateral-file-cabinet/
https://www.officebarn.biz/shop/new-office-furniture/file-cabinets-new/fire-safes-new/fire-king-lateral-files/fire-king-4-drawer-38%e2%80%b3-lateral-file-cabinet/
https://www.officebarn.biz/shop/new-office-furniture/file-cabinets-new/fire-safes-new/fire-king-lateral-files/fire-king-4-drawer-38%e2%80%b3-lateral-file-cabinet/
https://www.officebarn.biz/shop/new-office-furniture/file-cabinets-new/fire-safes-new/fire-king-lateral-files/fire-king-4-drawer-38%e2%80%b3-lateral-file-cabinet/
https://www.officebarn.biz/shop/new-office-furniture/file-cabinets-new/fire-safes-new/fire-king-lateral-files/fire-king-4-drawer-31-lateral-file-cabinet/
https://www.officebarn.biz/shop/new-office-furniture/file-cabinets-new/fire-safes-new/fire-king-lateral-files/fire-king-4-drawer-31-lateral-file-cabinet/
https://www.officebarn.biz/shop/new-office-furniture/file-cabinets-new/fire-safes-new/fire-king-lateral-files/fire-king-4-drawer-31-lateral-file-cabinet/
https://www.officebarn.biz/shop/new-office-furniture/file-cabinets-new/fire-safes-new/fire-king-lateral-files/fire-king-4-drawer-31-lateral-file-cabinet/
mailto:info@officebarn.biz

